
 

 School Council Meeting Holt Road site - Thursday 3rd May 2018 
Minutes 

Present: Isabella, Reggy, Oakley, Lucia, Finlay, Luke, Talia, Jack, Dom, Brandon, Rose 
 
Eight classes had held class meetings since the last school council. Three of the classes at Mill Lane had not had 
time to do this. 
 
1. We talked about the new school values (courage, responsibility and compassion). Discuss what they think each 
of them mean (teachers/school council please write notes as we will use this to incorporate into the final wording) 
Please design picture for each value so that they can be displayed around both sites - pick children to do a design 
for each - then bring these to the next school council meeting. 
 
Courage - giving people courage to do things if you are scared 
 
Responsibility - looking after people who are younger than you; responsible for learning; being responsible if 
someone is being silly in P.E.; it is about being in charge of someone’s needs and welfare; looking after people and 
things 
 
Compassion - being kind and being nice; being kind - every person should be compassionate - if someone is 
feeling sad, be compassionate and talk to them in a nice way; care and understanding; humanity, care and 
concern, sympathy, sensitivity,warmth, pity, mercy, consideration, gentleness, soft-heartedness; showing you care. 
 
2. AOB 
5/6S Grass is very long under the benches at ML - please can they be moved when the grass is cut. 
3/4P - ML Countdown problems - it is sometimes difficult to concentrate if there are a lot of other children talking 
about it. Can there be an adult there? Need more shade; please can we take water bottles outside? Please can 
children be reminded that phones are not allowed at school discos. 
3/4C - Can more teachers go out at breaktime so they can lead games? 
5/6A - Can ML go on field at breaktime? 
Zog - new bridge on trim-trail at HR; More hoops on playground; please may we have football nets; school packed 
lunches don’t fill us up. 
 

Class Meetings week beginning 8.5.18 
 

1. Mr. Patient will see whether the grass under benches can be cut. 
2. Countdown (Mill Lane only). It is good that people are working on solving the puzzles. There aren’t many 

spare adults who can be in the corridor at break times but we will see what we can do. 
3. Water bottles can be taken outside at lunchtime as long as people are sensible with them. 
4. Mill Lane - It would be lovely if more adults could go outside at break time but people need the time to get 

ready for the next lesson. Mill Lane children do not have enough time to change their shoes at the start and 
end of break so can’t go on the field at break time at the moment. 

5. The PTA have a little money each year. Is there anything you would like them to consider buying for the 
school? This does not mean that they will be able to buy it! 


